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With oil prices in the red zone for many months, consumers are looking for alternatives. Petrol users
are conscious of the rising prices of petrol and are seeking  for alternatives  that must yield positive
result..  

Nowadays, conversion to cng is becoming popular alternative as it is less expensive, clean and
lasts for many years. Of the many plus, one big aspect is that of mileage. CNG-driven cars give
more mileage than petrol ones. The conversion does not have any adverse effect on the engine too.
Moreover, due to the clean combustion of the compressed natural gas, its usage can in fact extend
the life of the engine. As small as the abbreviation, it does not need big space to fit-in. The
compressed natural gas kit can fit in the trunk of the car or even beneath it.   

Though, gas is involved, cng should not be thought for as LPG. Though, popular LPG is totally
different category of fuel.  If for any reason, you do not find the conversion to your liking you can
very easily uninstall the kit and remove it easily and completely.

Also you can always switch to the petrol version with push of a button and if the car is switched in to
CNG and gas gets exhausted, it will automatically switch to petrol, that too without much discomfort.
To avoid any hassles, what you can do is to check the indicator, like in case of petrol, to know how
much gas is left. However, you need to be very particular about the kind of dealer you go to get the
conversion kit. Always, go to an authorized firm, no matter how tempting the other quack has in the
offer plate.
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For more information on a cng, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to find
the a cng cylinder!
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